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(:01) Talk about the interaction btw the reactors in the lab and the reactors were not 

turning on, but later when they turn on again surprisingly the power was higher then 

before. They are trying to figure out why this happened. (:09) In the other reactors 

nothing apparently happened. (:11) Marko talk about his reactors and that they put Gans 

inside the spheres, he says that the reactor would change the velocity by his own. (:26) 

Rick talk about the motors to be used on the reactors. (:44) Keshe comes in. Talk is 

about using nuclear materials. Keshe: The point is that when we use nuclear materials 

with a (??) we achieve Plasma in seconds, because we control everything. In the reactor 

like the Iraninan that is now on the floor we use about 400 radiations sources in the small 

reactor. But now we are using nano Layers. Keshe talk about Marko reactor. It took 

something like 28 hours to achieve Plasma condition. The reactor of Dr. Ivan stopped 

work one day and the next started to work again. They worked out to put the outer 

reactors in a specif velocity and then they could see the Plasma. But the interesting point 

has being that this is not coincidental, for example when Ivan reactor was in the 

saturation point the reactor B of Armen and Marek, we saw the changes in current from 

their power supplies to the motor of the reactor which reached the Plasma condition, this 

shows that it have a Plasma interaction btw all the cores, and this is instantaneous. When 

you say nuclear materials we see this instantaneously. There is an indication of the 

reactors that had created Plasma, we must find it’s configuration. The melting of the 

motors are very common. Keshe talks about the interaction btw the reactors, the outer 

core and the inner core. (:52) The main reactor that is sitting in the center has the same 

volume as the Brain have, just a few millimeters aside. In the coming weeks we have 

being producing Nano CuO2 which is being put in this Brain to make the first wireless 

computer control system. For the first time we will have gans in the center core. This will 

take another month to achieve because we have to produce from the same material. The 

original plan was to fill it in with H Gans but now we will try CuO2. The original 

reactors which were used in the past they had a liquid Iron in them which used as a paint 

(??). The point with this development is: because with the Gans of CuO2 in the table are 

made from the same wires and the same Gans materials in the center core in the energy 

systems we have the opportunity to control the central reactors by thought Emotion, more 

then the Physical connection, because the dynamism and the system are all both the 

same! There is a possibility that we can rotate the “Brain” dynamically but not at a high 

speed, but in the next months we will test the nano communication system from the 

teachings room into the lab (40/60 meters of distance). (:56) We most focus on the 

production of the protein in the top of the production of Gans. We can explain how the 

man was created in this planet. All the oil we are digging in South America and other 

places is not produced totally from the remains of animals that died, this do not make 

sense. Now we show that the oil has being produced naturally by the process of 

conversion of CO2 and the production of O and the byproduct has been the oil. Where 

these oils could not link up to become plants or animals they have sunk into the inner 

core of the Earth and became the oil that we know. Even today these lakes and seas and 

oceans keep producing oils, and the oil production as we are used to is still carrying on, 

Nothing to do with the death of animals, this has been another hypocrisy. We informed to 

the oil companies that we do not need to dig holes to get the oil and then refine them, 



with this new technology we can produce oil specifically with the characteristics which 

you like. (1:00) Keshe talks about Fukushima and says that there the oil started to be 

produced by the interaction of the water with the CO2. It is like the plants this process; 

the oil that we get is very gentle, that is what we see the oil that we get from the plants. 

With the curly wires we get a different characteristic of oil in the top. It is like the human 

tissue … It show we can dictate what kind of oil we produce. Know you understand how 

the human condition was created in this planet. (1:05) Keshe talk about the position of 

Keshe Foundation, his life and life of his family regarding the treats from authorities 

from Belgium. (1:25) Very important announcement to make. We had to delay a lot of 

things because of personal treats. I am proud to aanounce that the KF has an institute 

built with residential facilities. We have accommodations for 80 students. (1:30) Keshe 

explains how the train in the University of KF will work. (1:37) Questions: It is a non 

profit institute? Keshe: Yes, Keshe explains further about this and about the costs of the 

Foundation. (1:41) Somebody asked to Keshe that if he is the Messiah why he don’t give 

everythin. Keshe answered that this person have not understood anything and have no 

idea of what is coming. The message is very clear, we are all Messiah for the level that 

we can understand and not beyond, it is my job to open your eyes to beyond and 

understand. The man on Earth is like the time when the man was in the village but knew 

that there were cities with cars and so on, but he never been there. When he goes to town 

he wants to go into the car, you can go, but you have to understand that the car have an 

ignition, a break, and so on, the guy of the village in the donkey did not had all that have 

in the car. In these systems there are rules as it have when you drive the car. I have to 

teach the conduct to behave in the city, other wise you get dead in the donkey. I have to 

teach you the conduct of the operation of these systems. You are not the only one in the 

space, and in the space there are rules, and now we teach you the rules. We are just 

teaching how to build systems mechanically in accord on your level of understanding, the 

purpose of this is to go to the city (the Universe). You don’t know nothing and the wealth 

of this planet to not worth a cent in the Universe. (1:48) We saw the penetration of the 

Plasma in the reactors above the Institute, this penetration is beyond the build. The 

Institute became a test area. The government knows what we are doing but keeps us silent 

to give this knowledge in a correct way. Very soon we will teach about the rules of 

conduct. (1:55) Question about Plasma interacting in Kilometers, is that mean that we 

can not travel vertical, and need always to have an angle. Keshe: Partially yes. A man 

who goes with this system in vertical, is like the man who jumps from the Eiffel Tower 

without a parachute. There is a chance to survive, but very remote. Can be done vertical 

but there are risks. (1:59) Keshe talks about the interaction btw the reactors and how you 

can go in a very high speed in this interaction in different combinations, they are slowly 

understanding this process. They will test these things in the new Institute. (2:03) I try to 

prepare you for the next step, about your conduct, consciousness, etc. Why do we see so 

many lights in UFOs and also sub lights around the Earth. Physical appearance of the 

Messiah to appear so often, and when it happens it is like somebody comes and all the 

people in the village come to see. People in this part of this Universe are aware what is 

about to happen. They are here as a witness. Those who understood the message 

understand what is going on. This is an unique opportunity. We have to teach you to be 

ready for a reunion but ate the same time a lot of man will not understand, a lot of man 

who is attached to Physicality see this technology as a danger to there migger life. But we 



carry the good and the bad, till the bad become good, and one day they will understand, 

time of punishment is finished and that is what I try to speak, a language that you 

understand at the time you can understand. (2:06) Question about mixing Gans in the 

Balls in the Reactor, can we get Plasma from that? Keshe: Of course. Is different MaGrav 

fields together, this is what I plan to do in the core in the next few months. <bad audio> 

This can be done, but you have to understand the consequences of what you are doing. If 

you play with Gans in the dynamic core understand that the structure of your body is 

made of the same, so be very careful. You have to understand the structure. Question 

about the light, the colors of the sky the ray is coming red and the sky blue is the field 

going out? Keshe: In so many ways yes, but you have to understand that what you call 

rays are MaGrav you see the balance btw the two frictions, now when you see the light 

you see different types, in time you will see different lights that your Brain will need to 

process, these are the Mag Plasma light which the men are not so used to. Our Brain will 

adjust to it. These things about light years to get into a star is non-sense, because we are 

made all of the same, is instantaneous, what we see is the residues of what is being left of 

the high speed and what our Brain can absorb as a matter level. (2:12) When we reach the 

Plasma conditions in the reactors we don’t add anymore fuel (H), is like adding water in 

the fire. What you do is extract Plasma from your reactors; you give Plasma the space to 

open up. This is how you have rapid speed production, or rapid motion, you don’t add 

more fields, this is the habit of the man to put more in to get more out, with the Plasma 

what you do is extract the Plasma out of your core in a very measure way, then you go to 

matter strength to transition strength, so what you get is higher speed, because the more 

close you go to the more stronger are the fields, this is how you control the direction of 

motion, you play with the Plasma dimension in MaGrav field. Keshe talks about an 

experiment that he did with the reactors, where he touched the reactor and he could 

exchange Plasma and the system lose weight. (2:23) Keshe explains how this research 

and work take years to develop. (2:28) Keshe talks about Fukushima and says that the 

Fukushima’s papers are complete. (2:34) Question: Have you ever saw a spider web 

formation in your Gans? Keshe: Yes, is a MaGrav field hollowness. We have seen this. If 

you understood these spider webs and the fields, go and see a MRI of the Brain, if you 

have a medical background you will see a lot of similarities and will understand the 

controls of the systems within the body. If you have a box separation starts to see the 

different color and materials that you get in each box. If you observe you will see that 

you are producing not just protein in the furface but in the Gans as cells. You create fat 

on the top of your box and solid CO2 on the bottom. If you allow the water to evaporate, 

when the fat mix with the solid, you understand how creation was done in this planet in 

another form. (2:43) A man show up a picture of production of gans of CO2 and asks if 

the white thing (like a fungus) in the top is different type of fat, keshe says no, this is Ca 

but will convert in time in CO2, it happens to be like this because of the way he put and 

touch the wires. This is how Ca became part of the system of the body of the man. 

Because Ca does not becomes Gans, stays as matter, you will find blocks of this in your 

box. (2:51) You find out that more you work with these reactors you get less hungry, not 

because you get involved with the work, but because Plasma releases part of the energy 

and connects with yours and then you get fat. Your reactor become your food station. 

Question: Does music affect the technology and what is gather from the Ether in the little 

trays? Keshe: Everything. You pray for the reactors and it get your traces, Keshe says 



that the reactor is like Armen, is playful and just does the things of the way it likes, 

because Armen put a lot of his energy on that reactor. Music is a Mag field wave, of 

course that affects the reactors. (2:58) Keshe talk about producing atomic H in the 

reactors. Question: Is the central star of the Universe is a Gans of H? Keshe: Of course 

they are. Is the Gans of it. You see this formation in the edges of the Solar Systems.  

 


